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ABSTRACT 
With the advancement in technology, the size of electronic components and printed circuit boards (PCB) is 
becoming small while the pin count of each component is increasing. This has necessitated the use of ball grid 
array (BGA) type of components where pins are attached under the body of component as a grid. The problem 
of routing pins from under the body of component to the boundary of the component is known as escape routing. 
It is often desirable to perform ordered simultaneous escape routing (SER) to facilitate area routing and 
produce elegant PCB design. The task of SER is non-trivial, given the small size of components and hundreds of 
pins arranged in random order in each component that needs ordered connectivity. In this paper, first we 
propose flow models for different inter pin capacities. We then propose linear network flow optimization model 
that simultaneously solves the net ordering and net escape problem. The model routes maximum possible nets 
between two components of the PCB, by considering the design rules. Comparative analysis shows that the 
proposed optimization model performs better than the existing routing algorithms in terms of number of nets 
routed.  
Keywords: PCB Routing, Planer Graph, Inter-pin capacity, Network Flow Model, SER Optimization Model.   
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
There is a constant demand for reducing the weight and size of electronic devices. Small light weight devices 
require sophisticated design and significantly advanced technologies for producing small sized electronic circuit 
boards. Smaller size of electronic circuits with more pin count [1,2] is achieved using Integrated Circuits (ICs), 
which are based on ultra small-scale integration and often contain entire system on chip [3]. Majority of these 
ICs are BGA type with hundreds of connectivity pins [4–6]. Unlike conventional ICs where the pins exist at the 
boundary of the IC, BGA components have the connectivity pins arranged as a grid of small soldering balls 
under the entire body of IC. A single printed circuit board (PCB) contains multiple ICs of BGA type. Presence 
of BGA components on PCBs and the smaller size of PCBs significantly increase the complexity of routing.  
Routing in PCBs is the problem of connecting the pins of the PCB components that are required to be on same 
signal/voltage level for the circuit to be operational. Each pin pair that needs to be connected is called a net. A 
single PCB can have multiple of tens to a few thousand nets, depending upon the complexity of the electronic 
circuit. Ideally, the routing algorithm shall connect all nets in such a way that the nets do not overlap (graph 
emerging from nets shall be planar) and the nets shall be entirely contained within the area of the PCB. In 
addition, the constraints like synchronous signaling and signal-power separation are also considered. Given the 
smaller sizes of PCBs, high density of components and thousands of nets to be routed, a single layer is not 
enough to route all nets in a planar fashion. Therefore, multiple routing layers are used as shown in Fig. 1. In 
this case, all nets being routed in a single layer must result in a planar graph.  
The problem of PCB routing is a specific instance of the generic problem of constructing planar graph for a 
given set of nodes, which is known to be NP-Hard [7]. The complexity of the problem further increases because 
of BGA components. For BGA components, routing the desired pins from under the body to the boundary of the 
component is challenging. Therefore, PCB routing has been divided into two parts: (i) Escape routing where pin 
to component boundary route is established and (ii) Area routing where the net between the component 
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boundaries is established. The two parts are shown in Fig. 1. Given the high number of pins of BGA 
components, it is generally desirable that pin escaping for multiple components is done simultaneously in a 
specific order to reduce the complexity of area routing. Ordered escaping of pins for multiple components is 
known as simultaneous escape routing (SER) [8–14]. Fig. 2 shows an example instance of SER. If a pin uses top 
most boundary point in one component for escape, then the same pin number of other component also uses the 
top most boundary point for escape to maintain the ordered escaping. In this way the area routing becomes very 
simple and it is just a matter of connectivity of straight wires without any crossing to maintain planarity. 

 
Fig.1. PCB Routing 

 

 
Fig.2. Simultaneous Escape Routing 

Focus of this research is simultaneous escape routing. We propose an optimization model, which can be used to 
identify the net escape order for a given pair of components as well as establish the escape routes for the nets 
within two components. With the nets of two components escaped in order, the area routing becomes a trivial 
task if single side escaping is used. The objective of the model is to maximize the number of nets that can be 
connected for a given PCB and component placement. The objective is constrained by planar graph of 
connected nets, path length, power signal integrity and ordered escaping constraints. To the best of our 
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knowledge, this is the first optimization model that solves the constraints, net escape ordering and routing 
simultaneously for SER problem. Comparative evaluation shows that the proposed optimization model can 
connect more number of nets in all tested examples when compared with the well-known commercial tools. The 
proposed optimization model is a contribution towards enhancing the capabilities of PCB designers and can be 
integrated into commercial software for use.  

The rest of the document is organized as follows: In Section 2.0, we highlight some basic techniques used for 
planar routing and also discuss advancements in this area with latest literature review and the research gap. 
Section 3.0 presents mathematical model for maximal net routing problem for SER. In Section 4.0, we discuss 
the experimental setup and perform comparative evaluation of the proposed model. Section 5.0 concludes the 
paper.  

2.0 RELATED WORK 
PCB routing can be categorized into two main categories: escape routing and area routing [9]. The objective of 
escape routing is to establish the routes from the pins to the boundary of the component in an ordered or 
unordered way, based on constraints on available capacity between adjacent pins. With the escape routes 
established, the problem of PCB routing is reduced to conventional PCB routing problem of area routing [15, 
16]. The objective of area routing is to establish routes between the boundaries of components based on 
constraints like length matching [17], timing and signal integrity.  
Escape routing can be divided into three types [18]: (i) Unordered escape routing where pins of a single 
component are routed to the component boundary without considering any specific escape order of the pins [19–
23]; (ii) Ordered escape routing where pins of one component are escaped in a pre-defined order. Bus escape, 
also referred as maximum disjoint subset problem [24] is another example of this type of routing; and (iii) 
Simultaneous escape routing where pins of two components are escaped simultaneously, ensuring that the nets 
of both components are escaped in same order. Focus of this paper is on SER and we present related literature in 
the next subsection in more detail.  
2.1 Simultaneous Escape Routing  
The initial work on SER considered unordered escaping of one component followed by ordered escape routing 
of second component to match the order of first component pins. However, this approach leaves a number of 
unconnected nets. The first well known research on SER was carried out by Ozdal et al. [9]. The authors used 
graph based approach to find maximal escape nets. This approach performs well if the pins of both components 
are closely aligned to each other. However, fixed escape patterns used in this approach cannot solve complex 
SER problems. This work has been extended by the same authors Ozdal et al. [10] and randomized algorithm 
for large scale problems has been proposed. However, the assumption that each net must be escaped 
monotonically in one direction, limits the optimized results and its applications. Ozdal et al. [11] used 
congestion driven router for routing pattern generation; however, the graph of escape patterns becomes 
complicated for large scale SER problems.  
B-Escape is a routing algorithm proposed by Luo et al. [12]. The algorithm is based on greedy approach of 
boundary routing. In this algorithm, one net is routed at a time and the routing area is reduced by excluding the 
area having already used by the recently routed net. This algorithm performs well when compared with Allegro 
PCB router [12]; however, it uses heuristic approach based on dynamic net ordering and consumes more time to 
find a suitable net order. In addition, it also takes longer paths, which reduces the remaining space for escaping 
of nets and consumes more wire length. Simultaneous Pin Escape [14] is a flow model based approach. Kong et 
al. show that their approach guarantees planar routing if planar graph construction for the specific instance is 
possible. The existence of solution can be judged by the relation between maximum flow and number of escape 
pins of the BGA component [14,19]. If maximum flow is greater or equal to the escape pins, then this approach 
must provide planar solution; however, exact value of maximum flow is not known and we cannot ensure ‘no 
net crossing’, for higher inter pin capacities. 
Another way of solving such problem is by making decision trees for all possible paths between each 
source destination pair of pins. However, decision trees can sometimes be quite difficult to comprehend when the tree size is too big [25]. Rout-ability Driven Net Order proposed by Yan et al [26] is a multi-step 
approach. An important step is identification of net ordering, which is derived based on planar bipartite graph 
theory. A subsequent step uses global and detailed routing technique under the constraints of planar routing and 
escape capacity. This approach improves the computation time by 54.1% as compared to Kong et al [14]. The 
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drawback is that the second step is totally dependent on the output of first step i.e. net ordering. It does not 
explore all possible paths and may lead to sub-optimal results in complex problem instances. Furthermore, it is 
not possible to integrate important constraints like signal and power integrity and length matching. Recently 
researchers are using constraint based optimization models in many applications, from high crowd density 
facilities [27] to mobile cloud computing [28], to solve such kind of problems. These modelers find optimal 
result by exploring all possible areas where solution can exist by considering all the given constraints.  
Most of the research on SER is based on heuristic approaches with basic constraints on capacity and planar 
graph construction. In this research, we consider optimization theoretic approach. Instead of solving the problem 
in parts to get sub-optimal solution, this optimization approach is expected to produce optimal results. This 
approach not only considers capacity and planarity but also considers constraint of power-signal integrity, net 
route length and net escape order altogether, to solve the SER problem at the cost of higher computational time. 
However, with high speed computing units and clustering of computational resources to perform complex 
computational tasks, the drawback can easily be overcome.  

3.0 PROBLEM FORMULATION AND OPTIMIZATION MODEL 
In this section, we first define the related terminology and flow models for different capacities and then 
formulate the SER as planar bipartite graph construction problem. Subsequently, we propose an optimization 
model that can construct maximum routes for the nets under given set of constraints. We first define the related 
terminology.  

Escape Boundary: A virtual line is assumed to exist outside the actual boundary of component on the side 
(sides) that are to be used for escape routing of nets, for the pair of components. This virtual line is known as 
escape boundary. Where, escape routing is the problem of finding the routes from connectivity pins of the 
component to the points on escape boundary. 

Inter-pin Escape Capacity: Inter-pin escape capacity is the number of wires (nets) that can pass between 
adjacent pins of the BGA component. There are three types of capacities i.e. horizontal, vertical and diagonal 
between adjacent pins as shown in Fig. 3. Collectively we can notate it as IPC(hcap,vcap,dcap). This capacity is 
constrained by inter-pin gap, wire thickness necessary for error free signal propagation and gap between 
adjacent wires that is necessary to avoid cross talk or coupling effect. 

 

  
Fig.3. BGA Tile showing capacities 

 
Intermediate Points: Intermediate points are the points between the adjacent pins of the BGA component. 

For a set of four adjacent pins, 1, 5, 13 intermediate points can exist, depending upon inter-pin capacity of IPC = 
1, 2, 3 and is shown in Fig. 4(a), 5(a) and 6(a) respectively. Adjacent intermediate points can be connected at 
later stage to form links and wires that can be used for routing the nets.  

Escape Boundary Points: These points exist on the escape boundary. There are two types of escape boundary 
points. (i) Adjacent to every connectivity pin of the component that is on the component boundary (towards 
escape boundary) and needs to be connected. (ii) Escape boundary points equal to the inter-pin capacity may be 
created at equal distance on the escape boundary between every pair of component boundary pins. For IPC=1, it 
is shown in Fig. 7(b). 

Potential Routing Edges: There are five types of potential edges: (i) Edges between Intermediate points and 
adjacent connectivity pins that need routing, (ii) Edges between adjacent intermediate points, (iii) Edges 
between intermediate points and adjacent escape boundary points, (iv) Edges between component boundary pins 
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and escape boundary points and (v) Edges between the boundary points of both components. The first four 
edges are highlighted with (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) in the left component as shown in Fig. 7(b), where as the last 
type of edges are shown in Fig. 7(c). All edges can be diagonal, horizontal or vertical except the intermediate to 
escape boundary point edges and boundary pin to escape boundary point edges that can either be horizontal or 
vertical, depending upon the escape side. These edges become part of the wires that are used in routing. The 
edges of type (ii) and (v) are bidirectional whereas all other are unidirectional. 

 
3.1 Problem Formulation  
The initial component has a grid like structure of pins. We can formulate the problem by considering its chunk 
(called tile) consisting of four neighboring pins as shown in Fig. 3. We formulate the flow model (graph) for 
routing in a tile, and this can be easily extendable for the entire grid to find out complete escape routing 
solution. As we have already defined that capacities are of three types i.e. horizontal, vertical and diagonal 
between the adjacent pins of a tile, and we use the notation IPC (hcap,vcap,dcap) for inter-pin escape capacity. We 
simplify this capacity notation to IPC, by assuming that hcap and vcap are same. Therefore, IPC =1 implies that IPC 
= (1,1,x). Where ‘x’ is the dcap and it varies according to the geometrical shape of the flow model and can be 
calculated by the equation, x=2.( hcap -1)+1. 
In order to formulate flow model for planar routing, we need intermediate points ‘I’ (according to the capacity 
IPC) and edges between them in a tile, such that the net (flow) using these edges must be disjoint and must not 
cross each other. Single flow model for higher capacities sometimes cannot ensure 'no net crossings' (planarity) 
or sometimes overburden with many intermediate points and edges. We propose separate flow models for 
different IPC values, with exact required number of intermediate points. We show how 1, 5 and 13 intermediate 
points are exactly required for planar routing for IPC =1, 2 and 3 respectively. 

 
3.1.1 Flow model for IPC =1 
In this scenario, as we have discussed already, we are assuming that only one edge (net) can pass through 
between the two orthogonal and diagonal pins of a tile. The flow model for   IPC =1 is shown in Fig. 4(a). There 
is an intermediate point in the center of the tile, highlighted with dotted circle. For IPC =1, this can be used only 
once either by any other neighboring intermediate point or by connecting pin of the tile as shown in Fig. 4(b) 
and Fig. 4(c) respectively. Dotted lines (edges) show the possible path, which can be used by any net to 
complete the escape routing towards the boundary of the BGA component. All edges from connecting pin to 
intermediate point are directional whereas all other edges are bi-directional. 
Similarly if we want to increase the diagonal capacity to make IPC = (1,1,2), then the central intermediate point 
of a tile is replaced by four intermediate points as shown in Fig. 4(d). The connecting pin is now can be 
connected to any one out of two possible intermediate points. Fig. 4(e) shows that how two nets can pass 
through now, with the increase in diagonal capacity whereas in Fig. 4(f), we shows that how one 'connecting pin 
net' and other 'passing through net' use the flow model. 
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 Fig.4. Flow model for IPC = 1 
 

3.1.2 Flow model for IPC =2 
In this scenario, we show that two edges (nets) can pass through between the two horizontal and vertical pins of 
a tile. The flow model for IPC = 2, is shown in Fig. 5(a). There are five intermediate points in the center of the 
tile, highlighted with dotted circle that ensures 'no net crossings'. By geometrical layout, possibly three nets can 
pass through diagonal space (i.e. dcap or x = 3) and this turns the inter-pin capacity to IPC = (2,2,3), as shown in 
Fig. 5(b). 
3.1.3 Flow model for IPC =3 
The last scenario, shows that three nets can pass through now between the two horizontal and vertical pins of a 
tile. The flow model for IPC = 3, is shown in Fig. 6(a). There are now thirteen intermediate points in the tile to 
ensure 'no net crossings'. By geometrical layout, now it is possible by five nets to pass through at maximum, 
through diagonal space (i.e. dcap or x = 5) and the inter-pin capacity notation now turns to IPC = (3,3,5) as shown 
in Fig. 6(b). 

 Fig.5. Flow model for IPC = 2 
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 Fig.6. Flow model for IPC = 3 
 

3.2 SER as Planar Bipartite Graph Construction Problem 
SER problem can be considered as a special case of planar bipartite graph construction problem. We 
demonstrate it with a simple example having two BGA components of grid size 5x4 as shown in Fig. 7(a). We 
also assume here that its single side escape highlighted with a dashed line boundary. Out of 20 pins, only 5 pins 
are connectivity pins in each component. We draw, intermediate points, escape boundary points for boundary 
connectivity pin and escape boundary points according to the flow model with IPC =1, as shown in Fig. 7(b). 
Also, we draw all unidirectional and bidirectional potential edges and removes unnecessary actual pins, as 
shown in Fig. 7(c). This clearly shows that pins requiring planar connectivity and the possible connections 
represent the graph. Hence the problem is planer graph connectivity problem for which we are going to present 
optimization model. 
We define escape routing problem as: Given set V of connectivity pins that need routing, set U of escape 
boundary points such that |U| ≥|V|, set I of intermediate points  and set E' of potential routing edges, construct 
the bipartite graph      G(V, U, E) where: 

(i)    E is set of paths comprising of i ∈ I and e ∈ E'. 
(ii)  ∀ i∈ I and e ∈ E', i and e belong to only one path p ∈ E at the most. 
(iii) ∀ v ∈ V, Deg(v) = 1 and ∀ u ∈ U, Deg(u) ≤ 1. 
 

We map all the pins, points and potential edges of Fig. 7(c) into vertices and edges of planar bipartite graph as 
shown in Fig. 8(a). Set V1 & V2 consists of connectivity pins of component 1 and 2 respectively. Similarly, set 
U1 & U2 consists of escape boundary points of each component. The edges between the vertices of set U1 & 
U2 are single bidirectional edges, whereas the edges between the vertices of V1 & U1 and V2 & U2 consist of 
paths from a connectivity pin vertices of set V1 (V2) to boundary pin vertices of set U1 (U2). These paths must 
be disjoint with each other (i.e no intermediate vertex or potential edge is common when compared to any other 
path), to ensure planarity. Planar and maximal net routing requires proper net ordering (sequence of escaping) as 
shown in Fig. 8(b). 
 
SER is escape routing of two components simultaneously such that the respective pins of both components are 
escaped in same order. Effectively, the SER comprises of two sub-problems that need to be solved 
simultaneously. First problem is to decide upon the order in which the nets are to be escaped. The second 
problem is escape routing of the two components in the desired order. It is possible to define the escape order 
before escape routing is performed. This significantly reduces the complexity; however, the solution space is 
also significantly reduced, resulting in fewer connected nets. We present a simple example that shows the 
significance of net ordering. 
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 Fig.7. Graph construction using flow model with IPC = 1 
 

Consider Fig. 9(a), which shows simple 5x4 grid BGA components that requires 4-pin connectivity using single 
side escaping. Suppose that the component-1 necessitates the order of escaping 1,2,3,4, as shown in the Fig. 
9(a). It is obvious to see that even for this trivial example, the escaping in desired order is not possible for 
component-2 for all its pins. However, if the order of escaping is changed to 1,2,4,3, the nets can be escaped 
easily as shown in Fig. 9(b). Hence the problem of identifying a feasible order is non-trivial and requires to be 
simultaneously solved with the escape routing problem. 

 
We now propose the optimization model that takes as input, the set V of connectivity pins, set U of boundary 
points, set I of intermediate points and set E' of edges for the components, and returns a planar connected graph 
with maximum possible nets of the components connected under given set of constraints. For any of the two 
given components Ci and Cj, the optimization model simultaneously decides on the net order for escaping and 
constructs two bipartite graphs Gi(Vi , Ui , E'i) and Gj(Vj , Uj , E'j).  
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 Fig.8. Planar Bipartite Graph Construction 
 

 

  
Fig.9. Net Ordering Significance 

 
3.3 SER Model 
We formulate a linear programming model that can perform simultaneous routing of nets for multiple 
components. Let set C = {c1, c2,….,cn } be the set of n BGA components for which the routing is to be 
performed. As explained in the previous section, let Vci be the set of connectivity pins of component ci that need 
routing. Let Ici and Bci be the sets of intermediate points and boundary points respectively of component ci. The 
model takes following sets as input: 
Set Vall  = ci (Vci  Ici  Bci ), the set of all pins and points of all components. 
Set Iall   = ci (Ici  Bci), the set of all intermediate and boundary points of all components. 
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Set E'all = ci E'ci , the set of all possible edges of all components. The edges are identified by their end points 
as eij where i, j ∈ Vall. Note that the edges between pins to intermediate points and intermediate points 
to escape boundary points are unidirectional while all other edges are bidirectional. Unidirectional 
edges make modeling easy but do not affect the routing outcome. The inter pin capacity is maintained 
with the number of intermediate points/edges according to the flow model, which satisfies the 
capacity constraint. If there are only 2 edges between adjacent pins, then maximum 2 nets can pass 
through. 

Set BEall = ci BEci , the set of all boundary edges of all components. 
Set N      ={(vi,vj)| vi ∈ Vci, vj ∈ Vcj}, The net list (pin pairs that need to be connected)         
Set NE[eij] be the set of neighboring edges, where eij ∈ BEci. Each set consists of all the neighboring boundary 

edges of  eij ∈ BEci. In addition, the model takes the set T of the nets that have limit on the route 
length. The set consists of the ordered pair where first element is the net while second element is the 
length threshold given in terms of number of edges. 

The model also takes the set P of the pair of nets that cannot escape together (from adjacent boundary points). 
This maintains the power and signal integrity for error free routing. Here, we are considering this constraint only 
at the boundary edges but it can be extended within the component by making sets of neighbors for all the 
edges. The output of the model is number of nets connected and the edges used to create the routes for the nets. 
We define the decision variable ( , )ab ijr eX of the model for all rab ∈ N, eij ∈ E'all as a binary variable. The variable 
acquires the value one if edge eij is used for the routing of net rab, otherwise, the value of the variable is zero. 

  1             
( , ) 0      ij ab

ab ij
if edge e is used for routing r

r e otherwiseX   
 

The routing is constrained by connectivity constraints, planar graph constraints, net order constraints and system 
constraints. The constraints of each type are explained below. 

 
3.3.1 Connectivity Constraints 
This set of constraints defines basic routing of the nets. The constraints ensure that the two pins of any net are 
connected using the edges from set E'all and there is exactly one route between the pins of every net. 

Single Path Activation Constraint: Multiple edges are incident on the connectivity pins. For every 
connectivity pin that needs routing, at the most one incident edge can be used for the routing of a particular net. 
Since the edges from connectivity pins are unidirectional towards the intermediate points only, therefore we 
need to apply this constraint only for the edges going outside from pins in each pair of component for that net. 
This constraint allows no net routing for the connectivity pins if the complete routing path construction in a 
planar fashion is not possible. 

 
( , )

' & (   )
1ab ij

ij all
r e ab

e E i a OR b
X r N

 
    

 
Net Ends Match Constraint: The two ends of every net should have same connectivity state. This means that 

either both connectivity pins of a net should use one incident edge for the particular net or both pins should not 
use any net. This constraint combined with the subsequent constraints ensures that there are no incomplete 
routes. Either the complete route exists between pins of the net or no edge is used for that net. 

 
X (rab ,eij )  X (rab ,e pq )

e pq E 'all & (pb )


eij E 'all & (i a )


rab  N
 

 
Route Completion Constraints: Above two constraints deal with the connectivity pins. If the routing of net is 

initiated for one pin, the other pin also needs to be connected. Furthermore, the constraints ensure that only one 
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route is initiated for every net. This constraint deals with the intermediate and boundary points. The following 
two constraints ensure that a route is completed if it is initiated at the connectivity pins. These constraints also 
ensure that there is no unwanted and unconnected route that does not belong to any net. Following constraint 
ensures that if one incident edge on an intermediate point connects the point to one of the connectivity pins of a 
particular net (directly or through a path of edges), then another edge must be active for the same net to allow 
the connectivity to the second connectivity pin of the same net. This constraint also ensures that a route cannot 
initiate from an intermediate point, without being connected to any connectivity pin. 

 
( , ) ( , )

' '
,

ab ij ab jk
ij all jk all

r e r e
e E e E

ab all

X X
r N j I

 


   
 

 

The above constraint ensures that even number of edges are used for any net at any intermediate point. 
However, it does not eliminate the possibility that the same edge is used twice. If the same edge is used twice, 
the path construction stops at the intermediate point and the two pins of the net are not connected. Following 
constraint ensures that different edges are selected for any net at each intermediate point. 
 

( , ) ( , ) 1
, , '

ab ij ab jir e r e

ab ij ji all

X X
r N e e E

 
     

3.3.2 Planar Graph Constraint 
The above set of constraints results in route-able nets. However, the resultant connectivity graph is not planar. 
Although all edges are used by at the most one net, the routes for different nets can intersect at intermediate or 
boundary points. Introducing a simple constraint can eliminate this situation. The constraint ensures that any 
point on the PCB is used by at the most one net. 
 

( , )
'

1,   ab ij
ab ij all

r e all
r N e E

X j I
 

     
 

3.3.3 Net Order Constraint 
All the escaped nets between any two components must be in same order to ensure SER. Actually, for a net rab, if pin 'a' belongs to component Ci and pin 'b' belongs to component Cj, then all the escaped nets between Ci and 
Cj must be in the same order. This constraint also acts as a global routing (to find the escape boundary points for 
nets) which forces the other constraints to find detailed routing (how to reach at the boundary points from 
connectivity pins) in that order to find maximal routing solution. Based on global routing, the model tries to find 
the path from connectivity pin to the escape boundary point by using the route completion constraints. Other 
constraints help in finding single path and planarity during detailed routing. 

( , ) ( , )
, ,

ab ij ab jir e r e

ab ij ji all

X X
r N e e BE


     

 
3.3.4 System Constraints 
It is possible to add a variety of system constraints in the optimization model. For example, the model can be 
constrained to use equal length paths for a set of nets to ensure the synchronous signaling. Similarly, it is 
preferred that the power signal wires (nets) should not be adjacent to the data and control signal wires, 
specifically if the wire width is less. Presence of such wires adjacent to one another can result in signal errors. In 
this paper, we add these two constraints into the model as an example. 

Path Length Constraint: Path lengths of certain nets can be restricted to a threshold value, allowing timing 
budget requirements to be incorporated. Following constraint limits the path length of the nets given in a set to 
the respective threshold. 
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( , )
'

  ,   ab ij ab
ij all

r e r ab
e E

X t r T


    
 

Power Signal Integrity Constraint: This constraint ensures that the specific pair of nets must not escape 
through adjacent boundary points. Keeping the safe distance between them, allows to transfer error free signals. 
Following constraint checks that if one boundary edge is active for one net then the second net from the pair 
must not be active on any of its adjacent neighboring boundary edges. 
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3.3.5 Objective Function 
The objective of this model is to maximize the number of nets that can be routed. Here it is noted that objective 
is not maximizing the links, so it does not choose longest paths. However in order to increase the number of 
routable nets the model tries to select shorter paths. Following expression ensures the objective: 
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The complete optimization model is presented in equation set 1 - 9. 
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Optimization models are generally NP-hard. However, for specific problem instance and the use of available 
solvers, the models can produce optimal results. In the following section, we solve the proposed optimization 
model using commercially available solvers for the example instances and compare the output results with that 
of commercially available PCB routing software. 
4.0 EVALUATION 
In this section, we first validate the optimization model proposed in Section 3.0. Subsequently, we present the 
performance comparison of the proposed model and Proteus auto router by Labcenter Electronics Ltd. We have 
used AMPL language to implement the model and AMPL modeler [30] available at NEOS server [29] to get the 
optimization model results. The comparison with the state of the art research work was not possible because of 
the unavailability of the examples being tested. The authors have contacted multiple researchers in the domain; 
however, none of the examples presented in the literature were made available, primarily because of proprietary 
designs. 

 
4.1 Model Validation 
In this section we verify that the route-ability, planar graph construction and net ordering constraints are able to 
achieve the desired routing for the given instances. For this purpose we test the model using the example 
component available in Proteus as BGA11_49_1.27. This BGA has 7x7 grid consisting of 49 pins as shown in 
Fig. 10. We took two components and randomly selected 6 pins from each component to be connected to form 6 
nets. For better understanding, we have assumed inter-pin capacity of one (i.e. IPC=1) in all examples and single 
side escaping is permitted for both components. 

 

 Fig.10. Pins position on BGA11_49_1.27 
 

The example shows that the proposed model is able to perform SER for BGA based PCB components as shown 
in Fig. 11. The BGA has maximum 6 boundary points in each component and the model routes all the 6 nets by 
escaping in the same order from both components. The net order it chooses in a sequence 1,2,3,4,5 and 6. Also 
we can see that it is not using any edge or vertex twice, to ensure planarity. This example validates our 
constraints of connectivity, planar graph and net order. 
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 Fig.11. SER Routing with proposed model 
System Constraints Validation: 
We consider the same example to validate the system constraints. The model takes the set P of the pair of nets 

(1 and 2) that cannot escape together. We enable the `power and signal integrity' constraint and run the model 
once again, keeping all other things and constraints be the same. Again it routes all the nets in a planar fashion 
but with different net order. The order it follows this time is 1,3,2,4,5 and 6 as shown in Fig.12. This new order 
shows that model performs exactly as required, by keeping away the net 1 and 2. Hence it validates this 
constraint of our optimization model.  
 

 Fig.12. System Constraints effect on Routing 
 
Similarly, we validate the `Path length' constraint. The path length of net 3 is 11 edges, as shown in Fig. 11. In 
component 1 we have 7 edges from pin to boundary point, whereas in component 2 we have 3 edges and one 
edge is between both boundary points. We restrict the length of net 3 to a threshold value of 9 (shortest path) 
edges. Therefore by using the proposed model, we are not only getting the optimized shorter routes but also can 
control the wire length, which is not possible as compare to other algorithms such as boundary escape routing 
[12]. Now we disable the `power and signal integrity' constraint and enable the `Path length' constraint, to see 
the effect of this constraint on the original routing output. Once again, the model not only route net 3 on its 
shortest path with path length of 9 edges, but also routes all other nets as usual in a planar way, as shown in Fig. 
12. Hence, we verify that the route-ability, planar graph construction, net ordering constraints and system 
constraints are able to achieve the desired SER solution. In the following section, we compare the performance 
of the model against Proteus. 

 
4.2 Performance Analysis 
The performance comparison in this section is based on a single metric of number of route-able nets keeping in 
view the fact that the design constraints are met. Although the execution time is also important, as long as all 
nets can be routed within an acceptable time, the significance of execution time decreases. We have considered 
three different examples for the purpose of evaluation. Each example highlights different aspect of the proposed 
model as explained in respective section. 

 
4.2.1 BGA11_49_1.27 Example 
To validate the proposed model, we compare the results obtained by our proposed analytical model with the 
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results obtained by Proteus Software. Proteus placed 5/6 nets even if we run interactively for 10 times for stable 
results. The routing of nets is shown in Fig. 13. It could not provide routing for 5th net. With Proteus, the only 
solution here to route this net, is manual routing, which is very difficult especially when we do routing for large 
number of pins and nets. Whereas our model, with the input of the same example, results having routing of all 
6/6 nets as shown in Fig. 11. 
4.2.2 BGA_18x9_17x6 Example 
We test our SER optimization model on a two different grid size components. One BGA has 18x9 grid size 
while other has 17x6 grid size, as shown in Fig. 14. In this example we test two things: i) model testing for 
different size BGA's and ii) model testing for boundary connectivity pins. We randomly selected 2 boundary 
connectivity pins and 16 others from each component. Left component has 17 inter pin capacity boundary points 
and 2 boundary connectivity pins, results in 19 escape boundary points in total. Right component has 16 inter 
pin capacity boundary points and 2 boundary connectivity pins, results in 18 escape boundary points in total. 
Therefore for SER, there are 18 maximum possible nets that can be escaped, simultaneously from both 
components. 

  
Fig.13. SER Routing with Proteus 

 
We compare the results obtained by our proposed model with the results obtained by Proteus. In first run, 
Proteus placed 12/18 nets and after 10 runs it placed 15/18 nets as shown in Fig. 14. It could not provide routing 
for 11th, 12th and 16th net. We can see once again that manual routing is very difficult in this case. However 
when we run our model for this example, we get results having routing of all 18/18 nets as shown in  Fig. 15. 
 

  
Fig.14. Proteus SER Routing for different size BGA's 
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Fig.15. Model SER Routing for different size BGA's 

4.2.3 BGA_98x49_86x50 Example 
We also validate our SER optimization model on a relatively bigger example, which requires connectivity of 
100 nets. Among two different grid size components, one BGA has 98x49 grid size while other has 86x50 grid 
size, as shown in Fig. 16. In this example we test two things i) what is the behavior of model when we have 
large number of nets ii) difference of routed nets with increased complexity. We randomly selected 100 pins 
from each component. Left component has 97 inter pin capacity boundary points and 19 boundary connectivity 
pins, results in 116 escape boundary points in total. Right component has 85 inter pin capacity boundary points 
and 15 boundary connectivity pins, results in 100 escape boundary points in total. Therefore for SER, there are 
100 maximum possible nets that can be escaped, simultaneously from both components. 
We compare the results obtained by our proposed model with the results obtained by Proteus. In first run, 
Proteus placed 65/100 nets as shown in Fig. 16. Even after 10 runs (stable results), it placed 82/100 nets. It 
could not provide routing for 18 nets and the manual routing is almost impossible in this case. However, when 
we run this example with our model, again we get results having routing of all 100/100 nets with same escaping 
net order and without violating any design rule. 
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Fig.16. Proteus SER Routing for 100 nets BGA's 
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Here, we compare the results achieved by different experiments discussed so far. Our proposed optimization 
model performed 100% routing in all the five examples as shown in Table 1, however Proteus could not route 
all nets in experiment 2, 3, 4 and 5. Here it is important to note that manual routing of even for a single left 
behind net is very difficult, and needs lots of time in rearranging of all the nets once again. It is also clear from 
the results that as the grid size increases or number of required nets increases, the routing performance by 
Proteus decreases and left behind nets increases as shown in Fig. 17. However proposed model outperforms in 
all cases even for larger examples. The running times of larger examples are significantly high for model but we 
can overcome this deficiency by using high computing systems. The main important thing is routing of all the 
nets or maximal possible nets to avoid very tedious task of manual routing of left behind nets. Also, Proteus 
multiple passes produce different results in all examples. This indicates that a heuristic is being used which 
produces different results with different starting point, and we cannot confirm that the results are optimal, 
whereas proposed model produces same results all the time, in all experiments. 

 
Table 1:  Experiment results and comparison with Proteus 

 
Ex. No. C1 Size C2 Size No. of    

  Nets 
Proteus (Routing) Model 

1st Run 10th Run %age Routing %age 
1 5x4 5x4 5 4/5 5/5 100% 5/5 100% 
2 7x7 7x7 6 4/6 5/6 83% 6/6 100% 
3 18x9 17x6 18 12/18 15/18 83% 18/18 100% 
4 48x40 44x44 50 36/50 41/50 82% 50/50 100% 
5 98x49 86x50 100 65/100 82/100 82% 100/100 100% 

 
It is obvious that the proposed optimization model is able to route upto 20% more nets compared to best case 
routing from Proteus. We observe that the execution time for the proposed model is relatively higher compared 
to the execution time for Proteus on same instance. Optimization model with improved execution time remains 
as a future development of the proposed work. 

 

  
Fig.17. Model Comparison with Proteus 

 
5.0 CONCLUSION 
This research has proposed the use of optimization models for solving the problem of Simultaneous escape 
routing of multiple components. The problem of SER has been mapped onto planar bipartite graph construction 
problem using disjoint node and edge paths. The mapping enables the mathematical analysis of the SER 
problem using graph theory, which is the future work of current research. Flow models for different inter pin 
capacities has been proposed which helps in finding the diagonal capacities and disjoint paths to ensure 
planarity. Also mainly an optimization model has been proposed for planar bipartite graph construction problem 
and has been validated to solve the SER problem. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work which uses 
optimization model to solve the problem of SER by considering all necessary constraints. Comparison with 
commercially available software shows that the optimization model can route upto 20% extra nets. In the future, 
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we plan to derive minimum requirements in terms of inter-pin capacity, escaping sides and number of escape 
points to achieve planar simultaneous escape routing. These properties shall be used to propose time efficient 
optimization model. Subject to the availability of benchmark examples, we also plan to test the performance of 
the proposed model over benchmark examples. 
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